
Seacroft Wheelers Open 10 Mile TT
Thorpe Willoughby, Selby
Saturday 24th June, 2023  

HQ: Layby Located Adjactent Finish Open 17:00 (Please Try to Park to One Side of Road Only)

Promoting Club: Seacroft Wheelers CC, Leeds
Organiser: Ian Brown 07988 472679
Time Keepers: Richard Forster, Mike Penrice, 
First Rider Off: 19:01
Course Record: Unknown

IMPORTANT: You must sign In/Out using your own pen and return your Race Number before
leaving the Event. 
Riders should wear a helmet and use a rear red flashing and front flashing bicycle light for safety 

Course Info: Flat, long straight roads with very little road inperfections
Advisory: There are some raised sections in road where bridge deck section meets road section

V518
Start on A1238, approximately 0.5 mile west of Thorpe Willoughby, at start of �rst horizontal kerbstone on 
south side of �eld gateway, adjacent to large road sign and approximately 200 yards south of tra�c island at 
junction of A63 and A1238. Proceed south to TI, where take �rst exit, left onto A63. Continue on A63 to TI 
junction A63/A19, where straight ahead. Continue on A63 to TI junction A63/A1041**, where straight ahead. 
Continue on A63 to TI junction A63/service road to �elds (approximately 0.25 mile east of river swing bridge) 
(5.185 miles).   Encircle TI and retrace outward route via TI junction A63/A1041 and TI junction A63/A19. Finish 
on A63 at lamp post 1B25, 10 yards west of pedestrian crossing point and adjacent to eastern end of high 
wooden fence, approximately 0.25 mile before TI junction A63/A1238. (10 miles)

** In case of swing bridge operation preventing use of the above course: (Unlikely)
Start details as before. At TI junction A63/A1041**, encircle TI and retrace outward route to TI junction 
A63/A1238. Encircle TI and proceed along A63 to TI junction A63/A19. Encircle TI and retrace along A63 to 
�nish at lamp post 2B16, which is adjacent to agricultural crossing, just after Gateforth New Road junction 
and just before start of long layby
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HQ: Turn of A63 onto Morretts Lane, then Left onto Fields Lane 
Please allow enough time to reach Start

NB Swing Bridge will no be Operating during race.
Advisory: There is day-works on Ring Road at Gateforth New Road 


